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Abstract: This paper describes the development of using virtual reality for work content in one
application area over a decade. Virtual reality technology has developed rapidly; from walk-in
CAVE-like virtual environments to head-mounted displays within a decade. In this paper,
the development is studied through the lens of diffusion of innovation theory, which focuses
not only on innovation itself, but also on the social system. The development of virtual technology is
studied by one case, which is cabin design in the mobile work machine industry. This design process
has been especially suitable for using virtual reality technology.
Keywords: virtual reality; cabin design; diffusion of innovation

1. Introduction
Communication between the members of a design team is recognized to be a problematic area in
the product design process [1,2]. Product design is often difficult because it requires multi-professional
co-operation, and the participants may have different assumptions about the design process and its
results [3,4]. If professional designers and non-designers are not able to integrate their knowledge,
they would not be able to jointly design a new product. Prior research highlights the importance of
tools that support interactions between users and designers [5,6].
Co-design here refers to a situation where product designers and users conduct the design process,
so that both participating groups can stay in their expertise area [7]. The users can become part of the
design team—as experts on the basis of their experiences, only if they are given appropriate tools for
expressing themselves [8]. Cooperation is understood as an attempt to facilitate users, researchers and
designers in creative joint action, so that they can explore and envision ideas, make and discuss sketches,
and tinker with prototypes together [9]. The studies deal with alternative possibilities of product
users’ participation in the design process. Here, we contrast users as partners (as in Scandinavian
participatory design research) and users as subjects (as in use-centered design, which focuses on
usability) [9,10].
In the field of design, cooperation is seldom conceptualized. Instead, it is usually assumed
that cooperation takes place when several people participate in design, especially if they are in the
same place. There are also studies which focus on the cooperation process by examining participants’
satisfaction with the process, with their own contribution and with the outcome, as well as enablers of
sharing understanding [2,9].
Mobile work machines are specialized and complex machines that operate in demanding
environments such as mines, forests, construction sites and harbors. These machines are operated by a
human driver. Therefore, a cabin is needed to protect the driver from unsafe and unhealthy conditions.
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The cabin should provide a safe and pleasant working environment for the human driver for enabling
the accomplishment of various work tasks.
The cabin of the mobile work machine is a very special part of the machine. Due to this, the mobile
work machine and its cabin are usually designed in different companies. Cabin design requires
exceptional co-design between engineers and designers, in both companies. There are numerous
potential tradeoffs such as visibility, functionality, ergonomics, safety, and industrial design that need
to be considered. In practice, for ensuring an acceptable cabin design, a full-size mock-up is needed.
This inspection is done by engineers and designers from both companies. In addition, the main
customer may participate in this activity.
The mobile work machine industry is a significant business sector in Finland. It is characterized
by high demands in design, together with small-scale production series. Cabin design is an especially
suitable example for considering development of virtual reality (VR) technology because a cabin is a
very limited space, including plenty of important details. Therefore, the cabin model needs to be seen
in the right size and from different aspects. In addition, it is important to be able to move inside the
model. Furthermore, several people need to be able to share their ideas and impressions of the design.
The mobile work machine industry in Finland wanted to replace their previously used physical
mockups by virtual models due to their advances and due to industry’s general trend towards digital
product process. Individual companies wanted to learn, and get experiences on VR technology applied
to cabin design with author’s research group in different research projects during the last decade.
This activity started after discussions with industry partners, who expressed a need for it. Number of
different VR setups were developed by author’s research team and this paper is based on these studies.
This paper discusses diffusion of VR technology innovation through the lens of Rogers’ theory [11].
The development is studied by using the case of using VR for cabin design in Finland. The development
is studied by focusing on innovation itself, i.e., the development of VR technology, economical aspect,
which outlines the benefits and costs of using VR, and finally general attitudes and expectations, which
outlines the changes in social norms.
2. Theoretical Background—Diffusion of Innovation
Diffusion of innovation is a theory that seeks to explain how, why, and at what rate new ideas
and technology spread. Diffusion is the process by which an innovation is communicated over time
among the participants in a social system. Four main elements influence the spread of a new idea:
the innovation itself, communication channels, time, and a social system. Within the rate of adoption,
there is a point at which an innovation reaches critical mass [11].
In this paper the above four elements are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Innovation itself is virtual prototypes
Communication channels are the industrial communication, as professional journals
and conferences
Time is the last and coming decades
Social system is the norm of design practice within machine design industry

There are five categories of adopters based on the market share of the innovation. As time goes by,
new groups adopt the innovation. The adopter groups are presented in Figure 1, and they are [11]:
•
•
•
•
•

Innovators are willing to take risks. They adopt technologies that may ultimately fail.
Early adopters are opinion leaders.
Early majority adopt the innovation when the risks are not high anymore.
Late majority adopt an innovation after the average participant. They are typically skeptical about
an innovation.
Laggards are the last to adopt an innovation. They typically focus on traditions but have low
financial liquidity and low social status.
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Figure 1. Division of alternative adopters of an innovation and their market share [11].
Figure 1. Division of alternative adopters of an innovation and their market share [11].
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and therefore it is essential that an exact prototype be created. The inspection ensures that the cabin
offers sufficient visibility to perform the defined work tasks. The visibility is usually restricted by a part
of the machine, such as the boom mechanism, the position of which is altered for different work tasks.
4. Technological Development
One element in the diffusion of innovation is innovation itself [11]. Our case is focused on creating
and presenting prototypes for co-design. The used innovation is virtual environment (VE) technology.
Technological development of VE is divided into three main phases: CAVE-like virtual environment,
Mini-CAVE, and head-mounted displays (HMD).
4.1. CAVE-Like Virtual Environment
The CAVE-like virtual environment (CAVE) is an immersive walk-in VE where stereo-projectors
reflect 3D images to three to six walls inside of a room-sized cube. A motion capture system records the
real-time position of the user, and 3D images are generated according to his/her position. This gives
the user a strong feeling of moving inside a 3D image. Projectors positioned outside the CAVE create a
visual display. Mirrors are often used to reduce the distance required from the projectors to the screens.
Clusters of desktop PCs are typically used to process the graphics data.
The first CAVE-like virtual environment was invented by Cruz [15]. Since then, many universities
and research institutes have established their own virtual reality centers. In our studies, we used
the virtual reality laboratory of Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences, Finland, shown in Figure 2.
This CAVE-like virtual environment with five sides was established in 2005 and closed down in 2018.
It was a generic virtual reality laboratory for various purposes. Thus, the environment, where the
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projectors, an optical tracking system, one PC and two graphics cards. The setup was constructed
especially for virtual testing of cabins in mobile machines. It included components such as the bench
and control devices from a real machine.
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Due to successful experiences with this virtual environment, several companies purchased their
Due to successful experiences with this virtual environment, several companies purchased their
own mini-Cave virtual environment, considering this facility to be part of their core business. Several
own mini-Cave virtual environment, considering this facility to be part of their core business. Several
small VR technology companies started to apply this technology and sell VR services for principal
small VR technology companies started to apply this technology and sell VR services for principal
companies. Also, a section of this research team founded a spin-off company, and a lot of this activity
companies. Also, a section of this research team founded a spin-off company, and a lot of this activity
shifted to a commercial phase.
shifted to a commercial phase.
Another inexpensive immersive display system was presented by Lokki [16]. The system consists
Another inexpensive immersive display system was presented by Lokki [16]. The system
of two passive stereo screens and optical tracking. The advantage of this implementation is that its
consists of two passive stereo screens and optical tracking. The advantage of this implementation is
space cost is almost zero, as it can be integrated as a part of an ordinary meeting room (Figure 4).
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virtual reality. Technologically this is possible but at the moment companies are culturally not ready
to communicate with this technology.
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software and space expenses. At the beginning of the study period (2006), both hardware and software
expenses were high. Virtual reality was generally considered hi-tech, and its market was limited.
This resulted in high prices for these products. However, rapid technological development, especially
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Figure 8. Model conversion cost from computer-aided design (CAD) to virtual environment.
Space cost has also been an important issue as a CAVE-like virtual environment requires a lot
of
space around
it. This
does not need to be exceptionally high; the implementation of floor
6. General
Attitudes
andspace
Expectations
and roof projection requires extra space under and above the Cave, though. Space cost has not
changed much over a decade, and this has been one of the reasons why many institutions have
given up on the maintenance of their CAVE-like virtual environments. Technological development,
especially short-focus projectors and head-mounted displays, have enabled the construction of virtual
spaces with reduced space cost, as shown in Figure 7. One solution for solving the issue with space
cost is to integrate virtual space as a part of a conventional meeting room as shown in Figure 4 [16].
Presenting CAD-models in virtual environments has been a well-known issue. In CAD systems,
the models are defined in a mathematical form, and for a virtual environment they need to be converted
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into a huge cloud of polygons. CAD software has not supported this possibility until now. Especially in
the past, this conversion required a lot of manual work. This phase incurred both labor cost and caused
delay in the inspection of cabin models, as shown in Figure 8. Today, this is not an issue anymore.
6. General Attitudes and Expectations
One element in diffusion of innovation is social norm. Innovators are the first to start using an
innovation and they do so in such a stage when the technology is not stable and there are big risks [11].
With the virtual technology that was the use of CAVE-like virtual environment, which was expensive,
and the implementing tools were inchoate. When the diffusion process proceeds the benefits are
commonly known, costs are becoming lower and the risks of failing are decreasing.
Expectations towards virtual reality technology have crystallized during a decade. In 2007,
virtual environments were at the top of Garden’s hype curve [19]. These expectations affected also
managers of mechanical engineering companies. Several companies were keen to see what can be done
with this technology. However, none of them seriously considered using virtual reality technology in
their own activities.
A major change in Finnish companies took place around 2010 when low-cost virtual technology
became available. In addition, several spin-off companies offering virtual environment solutions were
established. Several companies purchased their own virtual environments as they considered virtual
testing to be part of their core business.
Virtual reality reached a more stable phase in Gartner’s hype curve of 2016 [19]. It is still not
considered as a fully productive technology, and the expectation for this to happen is within five to ten
years. Virtual reality market is expected to grow exponentially within the next decade [20]. The major
growth is expected to take place in the gaming area but also in several other market areas.
7. Discussion
Diffusion of innovation includes four elements which are innovation itself, communication,
time and social norm [11]. In this paper we hardly dealt with the communication. In practical research
projects, it was present as the projects implemented trial which the industry needed, so practical
professionals got ideas what could be done with VR for cabin design.
In this paper, innovation itself and time were presented together; that was how VR technology and
virtual prototypes have been developed during the last decade. There are several differences between
alternative technologies when they are used for engineering design purposes. These properties are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of the properties in the alternative VEs.
CAVE-Like VE

Mini CAVE-Like VE

Head-Mounted Display

Device type

generic

customized

generic

Virtual—mixed
—physical axel

focus on visualization,
physical components
might be possible

focus on visualization
with physical
components

focus on visualization;
physical components not
possible

Price of the set-up

about 500,000 €

about 25,000 €

about 1000 €

Space type

laboratory

meeting room

placeless, movable

Price of the space

about 1200 €/month

about 700 €/month

about 10 €/month

Assumption

expensive, rigid

customized

inexpensive, flexible,
game-like

Cooperation limits

the participants in the
same space, but focusing
on the screen

the participants in the
same space, but focusing
on the screen

the one with head
mounted display does
not see others
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The main difference between the alternative VEs in the cooperation situation is the presence in
the same space. In CAVE-like VE and mini-CAVE, all participants are in the same space, see others,
and the same virtual image. Whereas, when using HMD the user is isolated from other participants,
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CAVE-Like
VE
Display
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Device
generic
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When type
using an HMD, the
user sees only the virtual
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view to the
focus
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focus
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focus
on
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world,
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For
some
users,
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dizziness,
which
is
also
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Virtual—mixed
physical
components
with
physical
physical
components
by—physical
their vague
way of walking when equipped with the HMD. However, this is not that different
axel
be possible
components
possible
to other kinds of VEs. Itmight
is known
that immersed in CAVE-like
VE technology, not
some
users tend to
Price symptoms
of the set- similar to those of classical motion sickness both during and after the VE experience.
exhibit
about 500,000 €
about 25,000 €
about 1000 €
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of sickness, cybersickness, is distinct from motion sickness in that the user is often stationary
Space
type
laboratory
meeting
room
but has
a compelling
sense of
self-motion through moving
visual
imagery [21].placeless, movable
Price
of
the
One difference between the alternative VEs is the kind of a place the virtual prototypes are
about 1200 €/month
about 700 €/month
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space
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space,
but
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on the screen
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The fourth element of diffusion of innovation is social norm. It includes how well-known the
The fourth element of diffusion of innovation is social norm. It includes how well-known the
use practice and the benefits of an innovation are [11]. In our case the innovation is the use of virtual
use practice and the benefits of an innovation are [11]. In our case the innovation is the use of virtual
prototypes with VE. There have been three different technical solutions which have become accessible
prototypes with VE. There have been three different technical solutions which have become
for use in cabin design consecutively. Some design cases have adopted all of them, either for temporary
accessible for use in cabin design consecutively. Some design cases have adopted all of them, either
or more permanent use. When a new technological solution with more benefits and lower costs has
for temporary or more permanent use. When a new technological solution with more benefits and
become available more users have appeared. Figure 9 summarizes our experiences with development
lower costs has become available more users have appeared. Figure 9 summarizes our experiences
of usage of virtual reality technology in Finnish mobile work machine industry.
with development of usage of virtual reality technology in Finnish mobile work machine industry.

Figure 9. Development of usage of virtual environments in cabin design in Finnish mobile work
Figure
9.industry.
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